Thirty-second regular session
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

AGENDA ITEMS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE
BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

At its 307th plenary meeting on 21 September 1988, the General Conference requested the Committee of the Whole to consider and report on the following items of its agenda:\n
9. The Agency's accounts for 1987
10. Measures to strengthen international co-operation in nuclear safety and radiological protection *
11. Status and implementation of conventions for which the Agency is depository
   (a) Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material
   (b) Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident
   (c) Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency
   (d) Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
12. The Agency's contribution to sustainable development
14. Scale of assessment of Members' contributions for 1989
15. The financing of technical assistance
16. Staffing of the Agency's Secretariat
17. Amendment of Article VI.A.2 of the Statute
18. Revision of Article VI of the Statute as a whole
19. Representation of IAEA Member States not members of the Board at meetings of the Board as observers

1/ GC(XXXII)/856.

* The General Conference agreed that the supplementary item "Prohibition of all armed attacks against nuclear installations devoted to peaceful purposes whether under construction or in operation" requested by the Islamic Republic of Iran (see document GC(XXXII)/834/Add.1) should be referred to the Committee of the Whole for initial discussion as a distinct matter under the item "Measures to strengthen international co-operation in nuclear safety and radiological protection".